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1. Introduction and overview
The problems of big data-sets:

a) Comparability, not only between countries
  but also between variables and periods.

b) Reduction of complexity,  without  loosing 
too much information.

Classical solutions and their problems:

i) Percentile analysis, period by period:
 Tends  to  hide  changes. 

ii) Index  construction  by  averaging of
variables:

 Tends to underestimate disparities.

Solutions proposed in this paper:

Social time  as a unifying concept,
which increases comparability.

Intervals of social time, describing
the minmal  and  maximal level of

development.
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2. A methodology based on intervals of social time 
2.1 Social time as a unifying concept

Goal of this section:

Making different types of development
comparable  by the use of  social time

Basic ideas of social time:

Comparison of a countryʻs development
with a reference-trajectory R,

which describes „normal“ development.

Fig. 1: Details of the measurement of social time:
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Comments on Fig. 1:

Reference   trajectory  R  =
Mean-values of neighbours

Social time T = 
Physical time t +/- lead ΔB or lag ΔA 

with regard to reference R.

Fig. 1  is a „social clock“ =
Set of rules for measuring social time.
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Multidimensionality of social time:

Each development variable X, Y, .... defines a
social clock pointing to a different social time.

Fig. 2: Asynchronies between two social clocks
of a given country:
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Comments on Fig. 2:

Lag  with  regard to X-clock --> Soc. time Tx
Lead with regard to Y-clock --> Soc. time Ty

Ty-Tx = Asynchrony between
development with regard to X and Y --->

Two different social times for same country.

Comparability of different social times: 

Social times Tx, Ty, ... are measured
on the same scale, given by physical time t

--> Comparability of developments X, Y, ...,
also over long periods of physical time.
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2.2 Time intervals for reducing complexity
Output of social clocks:

Complex systems of social times Tx, Ty, ...

Standard solution to complexity:

Indices based on mean-values of Tx, Ty, ...
--->  Loss of information  about  disparities.

Complexity reduction by time-intervals [Min,Max]:

Min(t)  =  Minimum(Tx(t), Ty(t), ...)
Max(t) = Maximum(Tx(t), Ty(t), ...)

Interpretation of time-intervals [Min,Max]:

[Min,Max] describes minimal and maximal
level of development.

Fig. 3a: The complexity reducing interval [Min,Max] 
of a „normal“ country:
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Comments on Fig. 3a:

T = t: On time ≈ Internat. mean
Area T  > t:   Leading variables
Area T <  t:   Lagged variables

Variables on Max- / Min-line:  
Countryʻs best / worst performance
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Fig. 3b: The interval [Min,Max] of an internationally
underachieving country:
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Comments on Fig. 3b:

Underachievement:
t > Max > Min, for all t

Fig. 3c: The interval [Min,Max] of an internationally
overachieving country:
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Comments on Fig. 3c:

Overachievement:
Max > Min > t, for all t 
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3. The example of European long-term development
3.1 Data and indicators

General data requirements:

Long time series for countries and 
reference trajectories.

Source:

Van Zanden, J. L. et al. (2014): How was Life: 
Global wellbeing since 1820. OECD Publications.

Indicators:

Income I = GDP p.c.  (op. cit., Tab. 3.2,  3.4)
Life expectancy L  (op. cit., Tab. 6.2, 6.3)

Index of democracy D (op. cit., Tab. 9.4, 9.6)
Years of education E (op. cit.,  Tab. 5.4, 5.5)

Reference trajectories:

Regional averages of Western Europe (WE).

Available West European countries:

UK, Germany, Spain,
Sweden, Italy, France, Netherlands.
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3.2 The case of Spain
Fig. 4: Long-term development of Spain:

Comments on Fig. 4:

Spain as an international underachiever:
Max-values below black line T=t.

Best performing index: L=Life expectancy.

Worst performing,  due to Franco-fascism:
D = Democracy.

High developmental asynchronies: 
Up to 135 years (1960).

After 1960: Rapid upward mobility:
Min-values converging to line T= t.
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3.3 The case of the United Kingdom
Fig. 5: Long-term development of the UK:

Comments on Fig. 5:

UK as an international overachiever:
Min-values above black line T= t.

Often  worst  performing  index:
L = Life expectancy.

Highly synchronized development: 
Mean asynchrony = 27 years.

Steady relative downward mobility of UK
Max-values converging to line T= t.
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3.4 The case of Germany
Fig. 6: Long-term development of Germany:

Comments on Fig. 6:

Germany as a „normal“ country:
Max - values above line T = t.
Min - values below line  T = t.

Generally best performing: E = Education.

Often  worst  performing: D = Democracy.

High development-asynchronies, not only
under fascism: Mean = 52 years.
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4. Summary and conclusions
Expected findings:

High visibility of effects of fascism.

Internat. ranking of Spain and UK.

--> Confidence in method by 
„trivial“ findings.

Unexpected findings:

Life expectancy as
worst/best performance of UK/Spain

--> Confidence in method by
new findings.
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